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City and Region 1998 first published in 1998 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company
Global City Regions 2000 based on funded research of 13 city regions across three continents this comparative study looks at changes in land use since 1970 the socio economic and physical forms of
city regions have also been examined for comparative study
Cities, Regions and Flows 2013 cities regions and flows presents a theoretical framework for understanding the changing relationship between places and physical movement and thoughtfully prepared
case studies from five continents on how cities relate to value chains and how they ensure accessibility and urban liveability in an increasingly contested policy environment moreover the book discusses
how urban policies attempt to solve related conflicts in terms of infrastructure provision land use local labour markets and environmental sustainability the two subsystems that are of major
interest here urban regions on the one hand and logistics management and physical distribution on the other develop in quite distinct and often contradictory ways whereas urban regions face
disintegration due to the expansion of the built environment and the spatio temporal fragmentation of life worlds and regional systems the logistics system itself demands integration in order to keep
flows moving and to reduce costs physical flows networks and chains thus have a fundamental impact on urban restructuring
Cities of the World 2020-02-15 remarkably more than half of the world s population now lives in cities and the numbers grow daily as people abandon rural areas this fully updated and revised
seventh edition of the classic text offers readers a comprehensive set of tools for understanding the urban landscape and by extension the world s politics cultures and economies providing a sweeping
overview of world urban geography noted experts explore the eleven major global regions each regional chapter considers urban history economy culture and environment as well as urban spatial
models and problems and prospects each begins with two facing pages a regional map that shows the major cities and a table of basic statistical information about cities and urbanization in each region
and a list of ten salient points about that region s urban experience chapters conclude with a list of references including films and webpages which can be used by the student and instructor for
additional information about specific cities this edition adds the important new themes of climate change and migration while continuing to focus specifically on sustainability water technology social
and environmental justice security and conflict the history of urban settlement urban planning trends and daily life vignettes of key cities give the reader a vivid understanding of daily life and the spirit
of place the opening chapter presents an overview of key terms and concepts and explores contemporary world urbanization and a concluding chapter projects the world s urban future liberally
illustrated in full color with a new selection of photographs maps and diagrams the text also includes a rich array of textboxes to highlight key topics ranging from migration and immigration to
lbgtq activism human security and climate change clearly written and timely cities of the world will be invaluable for those teaching introductory or advanced classes on global cities regional
geography the developing world and urban studies
Governance and City Regions 2021-12-24 city regions are areas where the daily journeys for work shopping and leisure frequently cross administrative boundaries they are seen as engines of the
national economy but are also facing congestion and disparities thus all over the world governments attempt to increase problem solving capacities in city regions by institutional reform and a shift
of functions this book analyzes the recent reforms and changes in the governance of city regions in france germany and italy it covers themes such as the impact of austerity measures territorial
development planning and state modernization the authors provide a systematic cross country perspective on two levels between six city regions and between the national policy frameworks in these
three countries they use a solid comparative framework which refers to the four dimensions functions of institutions and governance ideas and space they describe the course of the reforms the
motivations and the results and consequently they question the widespread metropolitan fever or resurgence of city regions and provide a better understanding of recent changes in city regional
governance in europe the primary readership will be researchers and master students in planning urban studies urban geography political science and governance studies especially those interested in
metropolitan regions and or decentralization due to the uniqueness of the work the book will be of particular interest to scholars working on the comparative european dimension of territorial
governance and planning
Global City Regions 2013-09-05 a unique comparative study based on funded research of eleven city regions across three continents looking at changes over the last 30 years detailed changes in land
use are presented here with series of maps prepared especially for the study the socio economic and physical forms of city regions have been examined for comparative study and the findings will be of
interest to all those concerned with urban development in their professional and academic work the book features numerous maps which underline research findings cities covered are ankara bangkok
boston madrid randstad san diego chile sao paulo seattle and the central puget taipei tokyo west midlands
The World's Cities 2013 the world s cities offers instructors and students in higher education an accessible introduction to the three major perspectives influencing city regions worldwide city regions
in a world system nested city regions and the city region as the engine of economic activity growth the book provides students with helpful essays on each perspective case studies to illustrate each
major viewpoint and discussion questions following each reading the world s cities concludes with an original essay by the editor that helps students understand how an analysis incorporating a
combination of theoretical perspectives and factors can provide a richer appreciation of the world s city dynamics
Cities and Regions in the New Europe 1992 this book offers a new geographical political economy approach to our understanding of regional and local economic development in western europe over the
last twenty years it suggests that governance failure is occurring at a variety of spatial scales and an impedimenta state is emerging this is derived from the state responding to state intervention and
economic development that has become irrational ambivalent and disoriented the book blends theoretical approaches to crisis and contradiction theory with empirical examples from cities and regions
Cities and Regions in Crisis 2019 how should regional cities develop regional development strategies for their sustainable future how can such strategies work effectively regional cities are now at a



crossroads will they decline or be regenerated under the impacts of globalization their sustainable regeneration as creative regional centers will play a decisive role in their sustainable development as
a whole but only with viable regional spatial strategies that strengthen the network of cities and their hinterlands the concern here lies in urban regeneration and strategic spatial planning at the city
region level this book records observations of 12 dynamically changing regional cities in asia europe and the united states the form of the city region urban regeneration and strategic spatial planning
as well as the local and regional governance of each city are examined through this empirical and comparative analysis essential lessons are drawn which will add a new perspective to discussions on
the sustainable future of regional cities in an age of globalization
Sustainable City Regions: 2008-08-27 does the city region constitute a new departure in urbanisation if so what are the key elements of that departure the realities of the urban in the 21st century
are increasingly complex and polychromatic the rise of global networks enabled by supranational administrations both governmental and corporate strongly influences and structures the management
of urban life how we conceive the city region has intellectual and practical consequences first in helping us grasp rapidly changing realities and second in facilitating the flow of resources ideas and
learning to enhance the quality of life of citizens two themes interweave through this collection within this broad palette first are the socio spatial constructs and their relationship to the empirical
evidence of change in the physical and functional aspects of urban form second is what they mean for the spatial scales of governance this latter theme explores territorially based understandings of
intervention and the changing set of political concerns in selected case studies in efforts to address these issues and improve upon knowledge this collection brings together international scholars
building new data driven cross disciplinary theories to create new images of the city region that may prove to supplement if not supplant old ones the book illustrates the dialectical interplay of
theory and fact time and space and spatial and institutional which expands on our intellectual grasp of the theoretical debates on city regions through practical knowing citing examples from europe
the united states australasia and beyond this book was originally published as a special issue of regional studies
The Futures of the City Region 2013-09-13 in the regional city two of the most innovative thinkers in the field of urban design and land use planning offer a detailed look at this new metropolitan form
its genesis physical structure and policy foundation using full color graphics and in depth case studies they provide a thorough examination of the emerging field of regional design explaining how new
forms of smart growth and neighborhood design can help put an end to sprawl urban disinvestment and squandered resources this book is a must read for environmentalists planners architects landscape
architects local officials real estate developers community development advocates and students in architecture urban planning and policy book jacket
The Regional City 2001 cities and regions play a fundamental role in the transition from a linear to a circular economy as they are responsible for key policies in local public services such as transport
solid waste water and energy that affect citizens well being economic growth and environmental quality this synthesis report builds on the findings from 51 cities and regions contributing to the oecd
survey on the circular economy in cities and regions and on lessons learnt from the oecd policy dialogues on the circular economy carried out in groningen netherlands ume� sweden valladolid spain and
on going in glasgow united kingdom granada spain and ireland
OECD Urban Studies The Circular Economy in Cities and Regions Synthesis Report 2020-10-28 there are now more than three hundred city regions around the world with populations greater than one
million these city regions are expanding vigorously and they present many new and deep challenges to researchers and policy makers in both the more developed and less developed parts of the world the
processes of global economic integration and accelerated urban growth make traditional planning and policy strategies in these regions increasingly inadequate while more effective approaches remain
largely in various stages of hypothesis and experimentation global city regions represents a multifaceted effort to deal with the many different issues raised by these developments it seeks at once to
define the question of global city regions and to describe the internal and external dynamics that shape them it proposes a theorization of global city regions based on their economic and political
responses to intensifying levels of globalization and it offers a number of policyinsights into the severe social problems that confront global city regions as they come face to face with an
economically and politically neoliberal world at a moment when globalization is increasingly subject to critical scrutiny in many different quarters this book provides a timely overview of its effects
on urban and regional development one of its most important but perhaps least understood corollaries the book also offes a series of nuanced visions of alternative possible futures
Global City-regions 2002 urban regions have come under increasing pressure to adapt to the imperatives of mobility including greater freedom of travel rising trade volumes and global economic
networks whereas urbanization was once characterized by the concentration of services and facilities urban areas now have to ensure the exchange of goods services and information in a much more
complex interrelated highly competitive and spatially dispersed environment as a consequence cities are challenged to ensure the functionality of infrastructure while mitigating negative environmental
and social impacts cities regions and flows brings together debates in a single volume to present a theoretical framework for understanding the changing relationship between places and movement it
analyses the significance of flows of goods for urban and regional development and emphasises the twin processes of integration and disintegration that result from goods movement within urban space
it discusses urban regions as nodes for organizing the exchange of goods services and information against a background of socio economic and technological change as well as new patterns of
urbanization the new logistics concepts and practices that have been developed in response to these changes exert both integrative and disintegrative effects on cities and regions it also considers how
urban policies are dealing with related challenges concerning infrastructure provision land use local labour markets and environmental sustainability cities regions and flows contains thoughtfully
prepared case studies from five different continents on how cities manage to become part of value chains and how they strive for accessibility in an increasingly competitive environment this book will be
on interest to policy makers and advanced classes in planning geography urban studies and transportation
Cities, Regions and Flows 2012-09-10 this book was first published in 1947



City, Region and Regionalism 2013-05-13 urban regions have come under increasing pressure to adapt to the imperatives of mobility including greater freedom of travel rising trade volumes and global
economic networks whereas urbanization was once characterized by the concentration of services and facilities urban areas now have to ensure the exchange of goods services and information in a much
more complex interrelated highly competitive and spatially dispersed environment as a consequence cities are challenged to ensure the functionality of infrastructure while mitigating negative
environmental and social impacts cities regions and flows brings together debates in a single volume to present a theoretical framework for understanding the changing relationship between places and
movement it analyses the significance of flows of goods for urban and regional development and emphasises the twin processes of integration and disintegration that result from goods movement within
urban space it discusses urban regions as nodes for organizing the exchange of goods services and information against a background of socio economic and technological change as well as new patterns
of urbanization the new logistics concepts and practices that have been developed in response to these changes exert both integrative and disintegrative effects on cities and regions it also considers
how urban policies are dealing with related challenges concerning infrastructure provision land use local labour markets and environmental sustainability cities regions and flows contains
thoughtfully prepared case studies from five different continents on how cities manage to become part of value chains and how they strive for accessibility in an increasingly competitive environment this
book will be on interest to policy makers and advanced classes in planning geography urban studies and transportation
Cities, Regions and Flows 2017-06-16 this open access book offers a selection of research papers and case studies presented at the 3rd international conference smart and sustainable planning for
cities and regions held in december 2019 in bolzano italy and explores the concept of smart and sustainable planning including top contributions from academics policy makers consultants and other
professionals innovation processes such as co design and co creation help establish collaborations that engage with stakeholders in a trustworthy and transparent environment while answering the
need for new value propositions the importance of an integrated holistic approach is widely recognized to break down silos in local government in particular when aimed at achieving a better integration
of climate energy planning despite the ongoing urbanization and polarization processes new synergies between urban and rural areas emerge linking development opportunities to intrinsic cultural natural
and man made landscape values the increasing availability of big real time urban data and advanced ict facilitates frequent assessment and continuous monitoring of performances while allowing fine
tuning as needed this is valid not only for individual projects but also on a wider scale in addition and circling back to the first point big urban data and ict can be of enormous help in facilitating
engagement and co creation by raising awareness and by providing insight into the local consequences of specific plans however this potential is not yet fully exploited in standard processes and
procedures which can therefore lack the agility and flexibility to keep up with the pulse of the city and dynamics of society the book provides a multi disciplinary outlook based on experience to orient
the reader in the giant galaxy of smart and sustainable planning support the transposition of research into practice scale up visionary approaches and design groundbreaking planning policies and tools
Smart and Sustainable Planning for Cities and Regions 2021 remarkably more than half of the world s population now lives in cities and the numbers grow daily as people abandon rural areas this fully
updated and revised fifth edition of the classic text offers readers a comprehensive set of tools for understanding the urban landscape and by extension the world s politics cultures and economies
providing a sweeping overview of world urban geography a group of noted experts explores the eleven major global regions each author presents the region s urban history economy culture and society
as well as urban spatial models and problems and prospects environmental human security globalization and cyberspace topics are fully developed as well vignettes of seventy eight key cities give the
reader a vivid understanding of daily life and the spirit of place an introductory chapter presents an overview of key terms and concepts and a concluding chapter projects the world s urban future
liberally illustrated with a new selection of photographs maps and diagrams the text also includes a rich array of textboxes to highlight key topics ranging from gender and the city to islamic fashion
and global warming bibliographic sources websites and an appendix of un data provide additional resources for helping students understand more about the urban world clearly written and timely cities
of the world will be invaluable for those teaching introductory or advanced classes on global cities regional geography and urban studies contributions by amal k ali lisa benton short alana boland
tim brothers stanley d brunn kam wing chan ipsita chatterjee megan dixon robyn dowling ashok k dutt irma escamilla rina ghose brian j godfrey mark graham angela gray subulwa jessica k graybill maureen
hays mitchell corey johnson nathaniel m lewis linda mccarthy pauline mcguirk garth a myers arnisson andre ortega francis owusu george m pomeroy joseph l scarpaci dona j stewart james a tyner and
donald j zeigler
Cities of the World 2012 this book explores cities and the intra regional relational dynamics often overlooked by urban scholars and it challenges common representations of urban development
successes and failures gathering leading international scholars from europe australia and north america it explores the secondary city concept in urban development theory and practice and advances a
research agenda that highlights uneven development concerns by emphasising the subordinate status of secondary cities relative to their dominant neighbours the book raises new questions about
regional development in the global north it considers alternative relations and development strategies that innovatively reimagine the subordinate status of secondary cities and showcase their full
potential
Secondary Cities 2021-06-03 regions and cities at a glance 2020 provides a comprehensive assessment of how regions and cities across the oecd are progressing towards stronger more sustainable
and more resilient economies and societies in the light of the health crisis caused by the covid 19 pandemic the report analyses outcomes and drivers of social economic and environmental resilience
OECD Regions and Cities at a Glance 2020 2020-11-30 place branding has made it possible for international destinations to be able to compete within the global economy through the promotion of
different cities natural beauty and local culture or heritage many regions have been able to increase their revenue and international appeal by attracting tourists and investments global place branding
campaigns across cities regions and nations provides international insights into marketing strategies and techniques being employed to promote global tourism competitiveness and exploration featuring



case studies and emergent research on place branding as well as issues and challenges faced by destinations around the world this book is ideally suited for professionals researchers policy makers
practitioners and students
Global Place Branding Campaigns across Cities, Regions, and Nations 2016-07-22 a unique comparative study based on funded research of eleven city regions across three continents looking at
changes over the last 30 years detailed changes in land use are presented here with series of maps prepared especially for the study the socio economic and physical forms of city regions have been
examined for comparative study and the findings will be of interest to all those concerned with urban development in their professional and academic work the book features numerous maps which
underline research findings cities covered are ankara bangkok boston madrid randstad san diego chile sao paulo seattle and the central puget taipei tokyo west midlands
Global City Regions 2013-09-05 a political scientist and an urban architect explore china s odyssey to become an ecological civilization and transform its massive unsustainable urbanization process
into one that creates hundreds of eco cities the resulting from eco cities to sustainable city regions is the first book length study combining analysis of politics and power urban design and planning
issues derived from the co authors interdisciplinary research and on site fieldwork from their political science and architectural area specialties
From Eco-Cities to Sustainable City-Regions 2020-05-29 as global warming advances regions around the world are engaging in revolutionary sustainability planning but with social equity as an
afterthought california is at the cutting edge of this movement not only because its regulations actively reduce greenhouse gas emissions but also because its pioneering environmental regulation
market innovation and left coast politics show how to blend the three es of sustainability environment economy and equity planning sustainable cities and regions is the first book to explain what this
grand experiment tells us about the most just path moving forward for cities and regions across the globe the book offers chapters about neighbourhoods the economy and poverty using stories from
practice to help solve puzzles posed by academic research based on the most recent demographic and economic trends it overturns conventional ideas about how to build more livable places and vibrant
economies that offer opportunity to all this thought provoking book provides a framework to deal with the new inequities created by the movement for more livable and expensive cities so that our best
plans for sustainability are promoting more equitable development as well this book will appeal to students of urban studies urban planning and sustainability as well as policymakers planning
practitioners and sustainability advocates around the world
Planning Sustainable Cities and Regions 2014-09-15 this book offers a fascinating exploration of the relationship between information and communication technologies icts and spatial planning
expanding the concept of urban smartness from the usual scale of buildings or urban projects to the regional dimension in particular it presents the outcomes of research undertaken at politecnico di
milano in collaboration with telecom italia that had three principal goals to investigate the use of icts for the representation promotion management and dissemination of an integrated system of
services to explore the spatial impacts of digital services at different scales regional urban local and to understand how a system of mobile services can encourage new spatial uses and new collective
behavior in the quest for better spatial quality of places useful critical analysis of international case studies is also included with the aim of verifying the opportunities afforded by new digital
services not only to improve the urban efficiency but also to foster the evolution of urban communities through enhancement of the public realm the book will be a source of valuable insights for both
scholars and local administrators and operators involved in smart city projects
From Smart City to Smart Region 2015-08-14 this book comprises a selection of the top contributions presented at the second international conference smart and sustainable planning for cities and
regions 2017 held in march 2017 in bolzano italy featuring forty six papers by policy makers academics and consultants it discusses current groundbreaking research in smart and sustainable planning
including the progress made in overcoming cities challenges towards improving the quality of life climate change adaptation and mitigation of global warming generally identified as drivers of global
policies are just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to smart energy transition indeed equally relevant towards this current transformation and key topics in this volume are icts public spaces and
society next economy for the city strategies and actions for good governance urban rural innovation rethinking mobility the book s depth in understanding and insightfulness in re thinking demonstrate
the breaking of new ground in smart and sustainable planning a new ground that policy makers academics and consultants may build upon as a bedrock for smart and sustainable planning
Smart and Sustainable Planning for Cities and Regions 2018-04-25 the issue of regionalization has become a crucial point in the process of european unification the region has attracted a wider
audience but the term remains attached to a variety of different definitions linked to spatial historical social political and cultural discourses the macro trends of globalization the debate on
political steering and the sociological perspective on the regionalization of life worlds however fit together in this book some links between the different understandings of the region are presented with
empirical and theoretical international examples
The City and the Region 2005 there are now more than three hundred city regions around the world with populations greater than one million these city regions are expanding vigorously and they
present many new and deep challenges to researchers and policy makers in both the more developed and less developed parts of the world the processes of global economic integration and accelerated
urban growth make traditional planning and policy strategies in these regions increasingly inadequate while more effective approaches remain largely in various stages of hypothesis and experimentation
global city regions represents a multifaceted effort to deal with the many different issues raised by these developments it seeks at once to define the question of global city regions and to describe the
internal and external dynamics that shape them it proposes a theorization of global city regions based on their economic and political responses to intensifying levels of globalization and it offers a
number of policy insights into the severe social problems that confront global city regions as they come face to face with an economically and politically neoliberal world at a moment when
globalization is increasingly subject to critical scrutiny in many different quarters this book provides a timely overview of its effects on urban and regional development one of its most important but



perhaps least understood corollaries the book also offers a series of nuanced visions of alternative possible futures
Global City-Regions 2001-01-25 bringing together contributions from internationally renown authors such as sir peter hall and johann jessen this book addresses the parallel phenomena of growth
and decline focusing on particular on urban fringe and rural areas
Parallel Patterns of Shrinking Cities and Urban Growth 2012 since the emergence of urban systems cities have developed in a mutually inter dependent process of socio economic dynamics and
transportation linkages in recent years airports worldwide have stepped beyond the stage of being pure infrastructure facilities while the complex dynamics that are taking place at and around
international airports represent a crucial element in the post industrial reorganisation of urban and regional systems airports are increasingly recognized as general urban activity centres that is key
assets for cities and regions as economic generators and catalysts of investment in addition to being critical components of efficient city infrastructure this book brings together contributions from
renowned academic scholars and world leading practitioners to discuss insights gained from theory and practice the first collection of papers reflects upon the general role and future of airports as
well as their specific contribution to competitive advantages within a fast changing business and economic landscape the second group of contributions ask about the role airports play within the
innovation process that is inherently centred on generating and sharing knowledge the third section of papers investigates the drivers of real estate developments on airport land and in the close vicinity
of airports
Airports, Cities and Regions 2014-08-27 winner of the regional studies association s best book award 2018 in the last few decades many global cities and towns have experienced unprecedented
economic social and spatial structural change today we find ourselves at the juncture between entering a post urban and a post political world both presenting new challenges to our metropolitan
regions municipalities and cities many megacities declining regions and towns are experiencing an increase in the number of complex problems regarding internal relationships governance and external
connections in particular a growing disparity exists between citizens that are socially excluded within declining physical and economic realms and those situated in thriving geographic areas this book
conveys how forces of structural change shape the urban landscape in the post urban world is divided into three main sections spatial transformations and the new geography of cities and regions
urbanization knowledge economies and social structuration and new cultures in a post political and post resilient world one important subject covered in this book in addition to the spatial and
economic forces that shape our regions cities and neighbourhoods is the social cultural ecological and psychological aspects which are also critically involved additionally the urban
transformation occurring throughout cities is thoroughly discussed written by today s leading experts in urban studies this book discusses subjects from different theoretical standpoints as well as
various methodological approaches and perspectives this is alongside the challenges and new solutions for cities and regions in an interconnected world of global economies this book is aimed at both
academic researchers interested in regional development economic geography and urban studies as well as practitioners and policy makers in urban development
In The Post-Urban World 2017-10-16 governance of europe s city regions considers the changing role of the european union in regional issues explores how national governments have become
increasingly involved at the regional scale and examines the constitutional and political contexts in which regional and local governments operate detailed case studies of regionals in germany and
england illustrate contrasts in european approaches to the scale of government and the complex interactions of international national regional and local scales of policy intervention the book offers
a unique perspective which links together an analysis of both regional europe and the local economic and political factors that shape successful regions
Governance of Europe's City Regions 2003-08-27 publisher description
A Morphological Approach to Cities and Regions 2019 virtually every city region in west and central europe has developed policies and strategies to attract retain and encourage creative industries
and knowledge intensive services since most of these citiy regions tend to see a creative knowledge economy as the best bet for the future one of the main goals of such policies and strategies is increasing
the international competitiveness of their city region using the cities of amsterdam barcelona birmingham helsinki leipzig manchester and munich as case studies this book explores the spatial economic
historical socio demographic socio cultural and political conditions that may determine whether a city region is or can become attractive for creative and knowledge intensive companies and for the
talented people working for or founding these companies a comparison of the case studies and an overview of the key findings similarities and differences which lead to policy recommendations as well as
suggested directions for further research will make this book attractive to urban and regional academics planners and students
The Making of Global City Regions 2007 the authors show how a common approach that emphasizes the three way interaction among increasing returns transportation costs and the movement of
productive factors can be applied to a wide range of issues in urban regional and international economics since 1990 there has been a renaissance of theoretical and empirical work on the spatial aspects
of the economy that is where economic activity occurs and why using new tools in particular modeling techniques developed to analyze industrial organization international trade and economic growth
this new economic geography has emerged as one of the most exciting areas of contemporary economics the authors show how seemingly disparate models reflect a few basic themes and in so doing they
develop a common grammar for discussing a variety of issues they show how a common approach that emphasizes the three way interaction among increasing returns transportation costs and the
movement of productive factors can be applied to a wide range of issues in urban regional and international economics this book is the first to provide a sound and unified explanation of the existence of
large economic agglomerations at various spatial scales
Inventive City-Regions 2012-11-28 deepens our understanding of metropolitan governance through an innovative comparative project on the subject of regional governance in canada and europe the
book expands the comparative angle from economic competitiveness and social cohesion to housing and transportation and expands our perspective on municipal governance to the regional scale



The Spatial Economy 2001-07-27 in an urbanizing world the majority of people live in urban settlements predominantly on the coastal edge focus has historically been on people place and the
challenges and opportunities of living with global change and academic attention has largely been on sustainability science or sustainable solutions this book seeks to strengthen the relatively weak
link between sustainability science land use planning and socio economic change and show that a more integrated approach to planning will be required to develop more sustainable pathways for cities
and regions in the future sustainable pathways for our cities and regions builds on the recent publications on cities and climate change resilient cities and coasts and sustainable cities and looks at the
ways in which current planning approaches need to be adapted to embrace concepts including green growth planetary boundaries healthy cities and longer term sustainability drawing on case studies
from four cities selected for their publicly stated commitment to sustainability canberra kuala lumpur copenhagen and new york the author proposes seven sustainable pathways and draws conclusions
on the positive contribution planning can make in preparing urban and regional communities for significant change in the twenty first century city this book will be of great interest to students and
scholars of urban planning sustainable cities climate change green growth and community engagement it will also be of great value to leaders and community activists seeking more sustainable
pathways for their cities and regions
Governing Cities Through Regions 2016-12-12 a new 21st century urban phenomenon is emerging the networked polycentric mega city region developed around one or more cities of global status it is
characterized by a cluster of cities and towns physically separate but intensively networked in a complex spatial division of labour this book describes and analyses eight such regions in north west
europe for the first time this work shows how businesses interrelate and communicate in geographical space within each region between them and with the wider world it goes on to demonstrate the
profound consequences for spatial planning and regional development in europe and by implication other similar urban regions of the world the polycentric metropolis introduces the concept of a mega
city region analyses its characteristics examines the issues surrounding regional identities and discusses policy ramifications and outcomes for infrastructure transport systems and regulation packed
with high quality maps case study data and written in a clear style by highly experienced authors this will be an insightful and significant analysis suitable for professionals in urban planning and
policy environmental consultancies business and investment communities technical libraries and students in urban studies geography economics and town spatial planning
Sustainable Pathways for our Cities and Regions 2018-01-03
The Polycentric Metropolis 2012-06-25
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